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Circuit concepts are abstract in nature and have been proven to be difficult for students to understand. Instructors often

rely on the use of analogies and metaphors to help students associate what is being taught with their prior knowledge or

experiences. This study was guided by the following research questions: (1) What types of analogies and metaphors do

students use to explain basic circuit concepts? and (2) What characteristics of constructive analogies are most common in

electrical engineering students’ discussion of circuit concepts? A think aloud protocol consisting of conceptual questions

about circuits was used to interview nine participants who were juniors or seniors majoring in electrical engineering at a

selective public university in the Western United States. The protocol was initially developed to assess students’

misconceptions about introductory circuit concepts. However, a second round of analysis indicated students sponta-

neously used analogies and metaphors in their discussion of these concepts. The students’ use of analogies andmetaphors

also highlighted lingering commonmisconceptions about the nature of current and the faulty interchangeability of voltage

and current. Additionally, the most common characteristic of analogies used by the students was the basic surface

comparison of features between the base and target concept. These findings support the use of the teaching with analogies

(TWA)model and can inform instructional strategies used in circuit courses where students are exposed to the concept for

the first time. This work also highlights implications for current and future instructors of introductory circuit concepts.
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1. Introduction

Engineering students’ inability to verbalize knowl-

edge about key circuit concepts they are capable of

proving mathematically is a significant area of
research interest [1–4]. The perceived difficulty

experienced by students is often attributed to

issues that arise when these concepts are first intro-

duced in a formal instructional setting. The abstract

nature of the concept dictates emphasis on the use of

mathematical approaches to make them relatable.

On one hand, researchers often advocate for multi-

ple contextual representations such as tables, dia-
grams, graphs or equations to illustrate scientific

concepts [5]. On the other hand, the need for

qualitative understanding for the relationship

among variables is also important for conceptual

understanding [6]. Consequently, two common

instructional tools used to help students develop

qualitative understanding of circuits and the inter-

action of circuit parameters are analogies and
metaphors [7]. The argument for the implementa-

tion of analogies andmetaphors in scientific instruc-

tion suggests students’ formal prior knowledge of

the electricity and circuit concepts isminimal.While

researchers do not dispute that students enter the

learning environment with preconceived notions

about scientific concepts such as heat or energy,

they are often only exposed to specific references to

basic electric concepts such as current, voltage or

resistance when they enter introductory physics
courses [8].

The teaching of scientifically complex concepts

often requires the use of other related concepts to

help students make sense of the new information

[9, 10]. In scientific instruction, an analogy is the use

of a comparative argument whereby a known con-

cept (also referred to as the base concept) is used to

explain an unknown concept (also referred to as the
target concept) having similar attributes [11]. For

example, a common analogy used when describing

the movement of electrons within a circuit is the

comparison to how water flows through a pipe. The

similarities that exist between these two concepts are

usually a good examplewhen teaching students how

current behaves in a circuit. The assumption is that

students already have some practical knowledge of
how water moves through a pipe. Scientific meta-

phors, on the other hand, are ‘‘the main mechanism

through which we comprehend abstract concepts

and perform abstract reasoning’’ [12, p. 244].

Though metaphors are most often thought of in
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literary terms, in science learning a metaphor intro-

duces an analytical attribute to a theoretical con-

struct. The phrases the microprocessor is the brain

of the circuit or the brain is a computer are common

examples of scientificmetaphors. Thismicroproces-

sor example specifically conveys to students the
complexity of the operation of a microprocessor

and its control over the entire circuit with the

assumption that they have some basic idea of how

the brain controls all function of the body.

When combined, the use of analogies and meta-

phors help to foster the development of scientific

models about the target content. Bailer-Jones [13]

defines scientific models as ‘‘an interpretative
description of a phenomenon that facilitates

access to that phenomenon’’ [p. 108]. By using

analogies and metaphors, instructors can provide

their students with complex information and assist

them in interpreting this information by relating

the new content to something they already know.

Interpreting complex and abstract concepts

involves simplifying, idealizing and comparing
these concepts to literal or empirical concepts.

For example, using the solar system to describe

an atom or using the mathematical equations to

illustrate concepts or instructing students to ima-

gine current beginning at the source and moving to

all circuit components instantaneously. Conse-

quently, scientific models link students’ imagina-

tion, prior knowledge and experience to prepare
them for the new material they are about to be

presented with.

In addition, analogies and metaphors help stu-

dents to conceptualize the new information by

cognitively mapping what they are already familiar

with (the base) to the unknown and abstract concept

being taught (the target). As a result, analogies and

metaphors are valuable tools when teaching
abstract circuit concepts [14]. The main benefit

analogies and metaphors provide to instructors

and students is the ability to create relationships

between concrete and abstract concepts. While

analogies help learners categorize and better under-

stand abstract and non-observable concepts such as

electricity [11, 12], metaphors are the mechanisms

whereby learners are able to reconcile the difference
between their intuition and formal conceptions [17].

In most cases, the use of scientific metaphors is a

mediator of analogical thought. This means meta-

phors ‘‘are like analogies in the sense that they can

be reduced to comparison statements that try to

indicate some structural similarity between a target

and a source’’ [10, p. 82].

This study is aimed at investigating electrical
engineering undergraduates’ spontaneous use of

analogies and metaphor when discussing current,

voltage and resistance in electric circuits. To achieve

its goal, the research was guided by the following

questions:

(a) What types of analogies and metaphors do

students spontaneously use to explain basic

circuit concepts?

(b) What characteristics of constructive analogies
are commonly used in electrical engineering

students’ discussion of circuit concepts?

Transcripts from a think aloud interview con-

ducted with electrical engineering majors was con-

ducted.

The questions were conceptual in nature, mean-

ing students were expected to discuss their under-

standing of basic introductory concepts rather than
to provide a numerical answer. Students were

instructed to verbalize their thoughts as they

solved each problem. This approach was aimed at

eliciting students’ conceptual understanding of cur-

rent, voltage, resistance and power as well as how

these variables interact in the basic operation of a

circuit. Findings from this study can inform instruc-

tional strategies especially in introductory engineer-
ing circuit courses where students are exposed to

fundamental circuit concepts that form the base of

their core understanding.

2. Background

2.1 Analogies and metaphors in instruction

Circuit concepts are inherently abstract, and stu-

dents tend to have very little pre-conceptions about

how circuits work. Unlike other scientific concepts

such as heat, temperature and energy, students

often hold no prior knowledge about voltage,

current, resistance or power. Consequently, their

first engagement with these concepts occur in intro-
ductory physics and circuits courses. To combat the

level of difficulty associated with these concepts,

instructors often resort to the use of analogies and

metaphors in instruction. In scientific learning,

analogies are used to develop insights into hypo-

theses, questions and explanations of a target phe-

nomenon that is often unobservable [18]. Analogies

represent explicit measures whereby the learner is
encouraged to make connections between or across

two specific domains. A metaphor, on the other

hand, is an implicit comparison where the basis of

the comparison must be created by the concept to

which it is applied [19, 20]. For example, comparing

the charge held by a capacitor to water stored in a

reservoir. The explicit comparison of the capacitor

and reservoir storing charge and water respectively
is the analogy while the implication that electricity

and fluid are stored in similar ways is implicit

comparison i.e. the metaphor. In other words,

analogies afford instructors the opportunity to tap
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into students’ prior knowledge and directly map

what they are familiar with to the new information

being taught while metaphors foster the ability to

compare the known and the unknown using a

hidden yet rational approach. Meaning, analogies

compare concepts literally while metaphors com-
pare concepts symbolically.

Sfard [17] argues scientific metaphors are inher-

ently intuitive knowledge developed through

experiences or prior conceptions about how the

world works that in turn shape learning or under-

standing of formal scientific conceptions. Though

analogies and metaphors are two different con-

structs, their effect on the learning of scientific
concepts should not be considered as mutually

exclusive. This means metaphors in most cases,

utilize a comparative approach between two con-

cepts in a manner similar to analogies. It is through

this comparative approach that ‘‘the generative

characteristics of metaphors can stimulate the con-

struction of analogical relationships and facilitate

conceptual change’’ [21, p. 716]. Consequently, the
constructivist approach to learning supports the use

of analogical thinking andmetaphors. This perspec-

tive posit learning ismoremeaningful when learners

can construct similarities between their prior knowl-

edge and new information [7, 17, 22, 23]. Addition-

ally, as learners’ prior knowledge is engaged in the

learning process, they are afforded the opportunity

to transfer what was learned or experienced in
context to a similar or novel context.

The use and development of mental models holds

significant benefits for deep learning. For example,

introducing analogies and metaphors when teach-

ing unfamiliar and difficult concepts has the poten-

tial to motivate students by linking the material to

concepts they can easily identify and renders the

target concept easier to comprehend [18, 24]. Addi-
tionally, analogies andmetaphors are also beneficial

to learning since abstract ideas can be presented in

an imaginativemanner thereby requiring the learner

to engage in thought provoking activities. These

activities have the ability to appeal to students’

cognitive and affective knowledge [25]. The general

assumptions about learning when analogies and

metaphors are used to explain a concept are
explained in seven steps [9]:

1. The student has little knowledge or understand-

ing of the target situation and would find a

comparison to a more familiar situation help-

ful.

2. The base concept is understood by the student.
3. The student accepts the analogy as soundwhich

could be due to acceptance of the analogy as

appropriate or the level of authority ascribed to

the teacher.

4. The student makes the correct comparison

between the elements of the base concept and

the target concept.

5. An expert would view the analogy as sound,

meaning the elements of both concepts are

similar enough that use of an analogy would
benefit students’ understanding.

6. The student is motivated to accept the compar-

ison.

7. The outcome of the use of the analogy is aimed

at conceptual growth.

The application of analogies and metaphors under
these assumptions is directly aimed at knowledge

acquisition where the intent is to use students’ prior

knowledge and experience to make sense of new

incoming information [6]. For example, the water

flow analogy, the most common analogy used to

introduce the concept of electron flow, satisfies all

seven assumptions. Additionally, by referring to the

movement of electrons as flow intimates a fluid-like
attribute to electrons. However, a more fruitful

approach to the use of analogies and metaphors

would seek to elicit conceptual understanding of the

target concept that goes beyond an ability to easily

recall what is being taught. This approach would

not only leverage students’ understanding of the

analogy or metaphor when mapped to the target

concept but also highlight cases when the use of
analogies and metaphor foster the development or

reinforcement of misconceptions.

In the classic book Metaphors We Live By [26],

Lakoff and Johnson suggest our conceptual nature

is fundamentally metaphorical. This implies at the

base of human cognition is the tendency to use

metaphorical and comparative language to give

meaning to concepts. Reddy [12] also highlights
language functions like conduit and is used to

convey meaning in a figurative way. Consequently,

there is an important caution on role of language in

the use of analogies and metaphors and the way

comparisons are made. Lakoff and Johnson [27]

posit that by focusing on how students justify their

overall understanding of particular concepts

researchers can understand how these underlying
conceptions impact students’ learning. Similarly,

since conceptual systems are metaphorical in

nature, metaphors have the power to influence

‘‘how we perceive, how we think and what we do’’

[28, p. 454]. For example, an extensive review

conducted by Reiner, Slotta, Chi and Resnick [29]

highlighted how the use materialistic language was

found to reinforce students substance-based pre-
conceptions about force, heat, light and electric

current. These authors contend that ‘‘instruction

should attempt to introduce a new language of

processes while shunning any language that uses
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the ontological attributes of material substances’’

[29, p. 30]. One suggested model for instruction was

the use of analogies as explanatory tools in bridging

the abstract with the concrete [22, 29]. By this

approach, instructors would tap into the compara-

tive power of the analogy while also helping stu-
dents to understand that the comparison being

made between the two concepts is only representa-

tional.

Through language, that is, the words used to

describe scientific phenomena such as electricity,

an abstract concept derived from a concrete entity

takes on meaning to become an entity as real as the

concrete concept [30]. Similarly, the language used
to discuss specific concepts can steer the learner

down a path where the understanding of one con-

cept systematically leads to the understanding of

another which may exists in a seemingly unrelated

conceptual domain [17]. Conceptual change

researchers [31–33] discuss at length the potential

for misconceptions when analogies and metaphors

are used to describe abstract concepts. These
researchers claim that in the process of making a

concept relatable, themain ideawhich is the concept

being taught, becomes overshadowed by the

analogy or metaphor. On the other hand, some

empirical studies have reported students’ learning

showed significant increase in cases where analogi-

cal thinking and metaphor use were encouraged

when thinking about the material. This, they
discussed, was mainly due to the fact that learners

were able to think of these concepts within contexts

with which they could relate [19, 34]. In addition,

researchers have theorized that the use of analogical

thinking activities have significant influence on

conceptual growth for two main reasons. Firstly,

analogical thinking helps students to understand

concepts and secondly, students can form associa-
tions between various concepts using the same

system of analogies and metaphors [14, 19, 35].

To combat the potential for reinforcing or devel-

oping misconceptions, it is recommended that

instructors be intentional about their use of analo-

gies and metaphors. This is particularly important

because ‘‘while analogies are frequently encoun-

tered in daily life, there is no compelling justification
for assuming that students will necessarily under-

stand how they work’’ [18, p. 168]. In addition,

instructors often operate under the premise that

because students are familiar with the base concept,

they understand the analogy or metaphor being

used. Brown and Salter [18] suggest students

should be taught about analogies just as they are

routinely taught about other forms of figurative
language. The analogy or metaphor should be

explained in detail since it is not often obvious

from the words used how comparison works and

at what point it no longer works. Consequently,

instructors should be deliberate not only about their

use of analogies but also how they teach students

about the analogy and how it aligns with the target

concept. The teaching-with-analogies (TWA)

model demonstrates how instructors can use analo-
gies and metaphors as powerful instructional tools

while reducing their potential for misconceptions.

This model provides a six-step approach to using

analogies to teach complex or abstract concepts:

1. Introduce target concept,

2. Cue retrieval of base concept by reminding

students of what they know about it,

3. Identify relevant features of target and base

concepts,

4. Connect the similar features of the concepts,

5. Draw conclusions about target concept based
on the base concepts,

6. Indicate where the analogy between the base

and target breaks down [36, p. 230].

The most important implication of the TWAmodel

lies in step 6. It is pertinent that instructors explicitly

communicate to their students the point at which

the analogy differs from the target concept. The

strength of the analogies lies within its ability to

explain the domains of the abstract concept. There-

fore, it is necessary for students to understand that
as the attributes of the analogy are mapped to that

of the target concept there are features of the

analogy that no longer apply. For example, con-

sider the current taking the path of least resistance is

like finding alternative routes when driving through

peak hour traffic analogy. Assuming that the com-

parison is taken as ‘‘resistance is like traffic’’, the

objects in the analogy are the vehicles and the
relation between them is the speed or ease at

which the driver can move. The movement of each

vehicle would be dependent on how fast they are

each moving as well as the presented road condi-

tions.However, aswith all analogies, the example of

traffic does not completely map all of the relevant

attributes of resistance. For example, whereas there

might be exits along the highway where vehicles get
on or off which changes the dynamic of how many

vehicles will be on a particular road at any given

time, resistance in any particular circuit is often

fixed unless the circuit is designed with variable

loads in mind.

2.2 Constructive analogies

The recommendation for the application of analo-
gical reasoning in scientific learning also comes with

the caution of using analogies that are considered

‘‘good’’ or otherwise called constructive analogies

[36]. As mentioned earlier, the nature of making

comparisons between two similar yet different con-
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cepts can come at the expense of reinforcing mis-

conceptions. Consequently, instructors are encour-

aged to ensure that the analogy used is appropriate

for the concept being explained. A good analogy is

measured by the following three characteristics:

1. The number of features being compared—the

power of the analogy to explain the target

concept increases significantly when there are
numerous features of the analogy in alignment

with the concept being explained.

2. The similarities of the features being compared—

an analogy must possess the ability to map

important features that are similar in the base

and target concept.

3. The conceptual significance of the features being

compared—an analogy is beneficial to enhan-
cing students understanding only when the

analogy is able to explain the concept in terms

that the students already understand [36].

Knowledge and use of constructive analogies are

important to science learning because, if explained

correctly, constructive analogies can ‘‘predict

aspects and behavior of the target concept’’ [26, p.

227]. Since the analogy describes the new concept in

ways students are familiar with it, the explanatory

power of analogies can lead to the development of

conceptual systems in understanding complex
scientific concepts.

In the science education literature, much research

has been done one the use of analogies and meta-

phors in instruction [37, 38]. Also, researchers have

cautioned about their use and have developed

models for how analogies and metaphors should be

introduced and applied to the learning of scientific

concepts [13, 39]. However, within engineering and
more specifically electrical engineering where most

concepts are abstract in nature, there is a dearth of

work around how students are taught using analo-

gies and metaphors. While engineering instructors

and researchers oftenpromote thevalueof analogies

and metaphors as teaching tools, they are often

unacknowledged. This study seeks to add to the

body of knowledge about analogies and metaphors
by aiming to answer the following questions:

(a) What types of analogies and metaphors do
students spontaneously use to explain basic

circuit concepts?

(b) What characteristics of constructive analogies

are commonly used in electrical engineering

students’ discussion of circuit concepts?

3. Methodology

3.1 Study design and data collection

The data used for this study was part of a larger

project aimed at uncovering engineering students’

misconceptions about common scientific concepts

[40, 41]. In the context of that study, junior and

senior engineering studentswere interviewedusing a

think aloud protocol designed by the researchers in

collaboration with course instructors. The ques-
tions posed in the protocol were developed by the

course instructor and were drawn from the course

textbook and other course related materials. Two

interviewers (one of the authors and one other

interviewer) were trained by the instructor to recog-

nize correct answers but were in no way related to

the courses from which the students were selected.

The students were invited to participate in the study
through an email that was sent to all engineering

majors. The original sample size were 19 partici-

pants, however for this study only the transcripts of

the electrical engineering students (n = 9) were re-

analyzed specifically exploring the students’

unprompted use of analogies and metaphors. The

analysis was conducted by the other two authors

who were not a part of the interviews.
In the protocol, students were presented with

simple electric circuits and tasked with explaining

the operation of the circuit based on the voltage

applied and the current through the various com-

ponents in the circuit. Students were instructed to

talk aloud as they solved the examples to gauge their

understanding of the concepts presented in the

document. The interviewers asked students probing
or clarifying questions where necessary. The proto-

col also consisted of real-life examples of electric

circuits and the students were instructed to explain

how the results observed could be explained by

circuit parameters such as current, voltage, and

resistance. For example, students were presented

with a picture of a line operator that was electro-

cuted and asked to explain how current, voltage,
and resistance played a role in that event.

3.2 Data analysis

The data were analyzed in two phases using a

combination of inductive and deductive content

analysis. Initially, the transcripts were readmultiple
times by two of the authors separately and all the

statements perceived to be analogical were high-

lighted. Following the identification of the use of

analogies in the participants’ response, an explora-

tion of literature was conducted to categorize and

define the different types of analogies and meta-

phors in a coding framework. Using these defined

typologies from the literature, codes were created
and then used to code the data under these broad

headings. The data were then analyzed by taking a

count of the number of analogy andmetaphor types

that were present in each participants’ transcript.
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The findings are reported further in the paper under

these derived typologies.

For phase two, the three characteristics of con-

structive analogies were used to assess how often

students expressed these characteristics and the

quality of the participants’ conceptual understand-
ing of the concept being discussed. The transcripts

were read using the three characteristics as a guide.

Instances of each characteristic was recorded, and

the findings discussed in terms of the significance of

the characteristics on the participants’ conceptual

understanding of circuit concepts.

3.2.1 Phase one—types of analogies and metaphors

Initially, two researchers read through the think

aloud transcripts repeatedly to get a sense of the

whole. In the second reading of the interviews,

personal notes were made and comments to each

other in aGoogle document about initial impression

of analogical thought in the students’ responses.

Broadexamplesofanalogical languagethatemerged
from transcripts were highlighted. To refine the

analogical examples into smaller categories, a

search and synthesis of literature was done from

which a coding framework was developed.

3.2.1.1 Development of coding framework

To develop a coding framework, insights from the

work of ten studies on analogies and metaphors
were used [6, 8, 9–16]. These studies were the most

highly cited work on the use of instructional analo-

gies and metaphors. The work of authors such as

Lakoff and Johnson [26], Brown and Clement [9],

Glynn [11], Gentner [42] and Ortony [12] are funda-

mental in science education research around how

analogies have been used to foster conceptual

understanding of abstract concepts. One model
[19] described analogies as having two levels: 1)

the direct mapping of two concrete structures (i.e.

type one or direct comparison analogies) and 2) the

comparison of identities or parts of structures (i.e.

type two or structure comparison analogies). In this

framework [19] the comparison speaks directly to

the analogy and the target concept. Figures 1 and 2

demonstrate how an analogy maps the base and
target concepts [11].

Another study [20] introduced the idea of an

intermediary concept that links the abstract and

the target via a ‘‘bridge’’. The use of analogies in

both cases follows some logical progression from

one point (abstraction) to another (concrete knowl-

edge). This supports the notion that analogies are

indicators for explicit learning [19]. However, even
with the introduction of the intermediate concept

[20] there is still the assumption that students’

understanding of the target concept will be logically

sequenced. The assumption that students’ learning

of scientific concepts will always be logically

sequenced is a limitation of the previous work

done on the use of analogies. This limitation how-
ever, can be accounted for by not only looking at

students’ use of analogies but also examining their

use of metaphors. The use of metaphors can

strengthen claims about the benefits of analogies.

While analogies are characterized by themapping of

structural similarities between the base and target

concept,metaphors support a deeper explanation of

the target concept. Metaphors provide evidence of
specific attributes of the base that can bemapped on

to the target concept [42]. Metaphors in science

teaching are usually of two distinct types: 1) the

link between new and existing knowledge (that in

most cases takes the form of an image associated

with the concept) and 2) the influence of one’s

intuition on their cognition [9, 16]. This is aligned

with the twomain principles of scientific metaphors
described in broader literature; the visualization of

abstract concepts [13] and the association of think-

ing and feeling [16].

Finally, revisions to the coding framework were

made based on the work of Gentner [43] and Brown

andClement [9]. This resulted in themodification of

themetaphor section to be subtitled ‘‘representative

models’’. Table 1 shows the types of analogies and
metaphors that emerged from the literature. This

framework was used for phase one of data analysis

to answer the first research question.
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3.2.2 Phase two—characteristics of constructive

analogies

To answer the second research question the char-

acteristics of constructive analogies [36] were used

to conduct phase two of data analysis. These were:

� Characteristic 1: The number of features of the

target concepts to which it is compared.

� Characteristic 2: The similarity of the features

being compared.

� Characteristic 3: The conceptual significance of

the features compared.

The findings are discussed based on how many

examples of analogies had all three characteristics

evident and the participants’ conceptual under-

standing of the concepts to which the analogy was

applied.

4. Results

4.1 What types of analogies and metaphors do

students use to explain basic circuit concepts?

In the transcripts, eight of the nine participants used

some combination of analogies and metaphors
spontaneously in their discussion of the circuit or

individual component operation due to the presence

of an electric current. One participant, Brad, used

no concrete type of analogy or metaphor as defined

by the coding framework. However, implied com-

parisons that were not explicit enough to be classi-

fied as level one analogies such as ‘‘When you have

a—when you have a larger area, there’s just, they’re
traveling on more material because the circumference

is larger’’ were found in Brad’s transcript. Here it

can be seen that there is some comparison being

made to how electrons travel given the size of the

conductor. However, the analogy is not overtly said

or discussed.

The following discussion will be focused on the

other eight participants that spontaneously used

analogies and metaphors in their discussions. All

eight participants used direct comparison (A1)
analogies; three participants used structure compar-

ison (A2) analogies while none used bridge (A3)

analogies. For the metaphors, eight participants

used imaginative metaphors (M1) and five partici-

pants used level of comfort metaphors (M2). The

findings are summarized in Table 2.

Within the transcripts there were several

instances of students using comparative language
to justify their thought processes on a question for

the interview or when probed by the interviewers to

clarify something they had previously said. Some

students attributed their use of analogies to pre-

vious instructors or professors that used these

analogies to conveymeaning of the abstract concept

during instruction. From the results of Table 2,

direct comparison analogies (A1) were the most
frequent type of analogies used by the participants.

Nicole P. Pitterson et al.8

Table 1. Coding framework used in phase one

Types of analogy Definition

Direct comparison (A1) The relation between two domains of reality. Meaning the use of a tangible domain to
describe an abstract domain e.g., water in a pipe (base) compared to current in a circuit
(target).

Structure comparison (A2) The relation between identities or parts of a structure. Meaning the comparison of
attributes within the base and target concept e.g., how water pressure changes in a pipe
(base) and the varying force associated with a changing voltage source (target).

Bridge analogies (A3) The use of an intermediate concept (bridge) that links initial analogy and target. If A is
analogous to B and B is analogous to C, hence A is analogous to C, which is the breaking
down of one large concept into two smaller ones that make it easier to understand e.g.,
water in a pipe always flows directly out from the tap, water in a pipe is like current in a
circuit, current always flows out directly from the source (base—water flow, target—
conventional current flow).

Types of metaphors/representative models Definition

Imaginative (M1) Introduces a degree of imagination that helps with visualizing abstract ideas e.g., using
Kirchhoff’s current law and the loop graphic to demonstrate current in a node.

Level of comfort (M2) Links thinkingwith feeling (bridges the gapbetween cognitive andaffective domains) e.g.,
how the level of comfort experienced when learning a concept made it easier to
understand.

Table 2. Use of Analogies and Metaphors by Participants

Participant* A1 A2 A3 M1 M2

Donald 5 1 1 0
Kevin 2 0 3 3
Gerard 4 0 1 0
Tyler 6 1 1 1
Jerry 3 0 4 2
Keith 4 1 2 1
Joey 2 0 3 0
Pat 5 0 5 2
Brad 0 0 0 0

*Pseudonym assigned by researchers.



This is not surprising since using a tangible domain

to describe an abstract concept is the most common

type of analogy used in instruction.

Eight participants used direct comparison (A1)

analogies which is the use of a tangible domain to

describe an abstract concept. Common examples of
direct comparison analogies were the water flow or

pipe model used to describe the movement of elec-

trons, the changing diameter of the pipe or being in

traffic todiscuss the conceptof resistance,or a spring

to describe an inductor. The use of this type of

analogy by all but one of the participants indicates

students had, whether through their own personal

experiences or instruction, developed a tendency to
likenanunknown toaknownconcept.For example,

some students discussed the use of analogies was a

skill they learned from their instructors.

Examples of structure comparison (A2) analogies

being used to show the relationship between parts of

a concept were also found.While direct comparison

analogies compare two concepts based on their

overall similarities, structure comparison analogies
delve deeper to compare distinct characteristics of

the concepts. For example, one of the students

compared resistors to shrinking the pipe and

another participant compared water pressure to

voltage. These are classic examples of structure

mapping between two somewhat similar concepts.

Participants relied on the use of metaphors to

help them explain difficult concepts often with the
help of formulas and graphical representations. For

example, when asked about a three-phase power

source one of the participants discussed repeatedly

trying to ‘‘visualize the concept’’ and having a

related image coming to mind. This is an example

of imaginative (M1) metaphor. In addition, there

were several instances of level of comfort (M2)
usage where participants attempted to link their

thinking with their emotions. For example, Joey in

talking about his experience learning about circuits

described it as being hard because he had no interest

in the concept being taught and as a result he did not

put much effort into it. In other examples, several

participants discussed how an external influence,

such as having a good teacher, had a positive impact
on their learning. Examples of the coded analogies

and metaphors are shown in Table 3.

The absence of supporting examples of bridge

three analogies may be attributed to two specific

reasons. The first is that this type of analogy

assumes students have a logical and sequenced

understanding of the target concept based on their

ability to make direct associations between two
smaller concepts. The second reason deals with the

idea that this type of analogy was developed

through the use of intended instructional strategies

that the students who participated in this study

might not have been exposed to [44]. The latter

explanation supports this study’s purpose in that

the researchers hoped to find that students would

naturally use analogies andmetaphors when talking
about circuit concepts without being prompted to.
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Table 3. Examples of analogies and metaphor from participants’ transcripts

Direct comparison (A1) Analogy:

I think it’s the inductor that behaves like a spring, because it will store energy and release energy—Tyler

Well resistance is easy. That other ones just like, you know kind of putting, like putting the scarf over your mouth to breathe—Pat

So basically with, with DC power, or direct current, it’s kind of like a fire hose, so as you’re pushing a fire hose through, let’s say a small
tube, or even a larger tube, it doesn’t reallymatter, you’re going to have the water that kind of clings to the walls essentially. That’s kind of
the general idea of resistance—Donald

Structure comparison (A2) Analogy:

Like you could think of potential as like if you have a battery is basically like a reservoir in that high altitude. And you get like so much
pressure or whatever at the bottom of the dam, that’s your potential—Tyler

And like resistors are like shrinking the pipe, and inductors are, let’s see—like fluid flow, probably like a storage, no that would be a
capacitor would be a storage tank, and I don’t remember what the inductor was. But they did have any analogy that like, ‘cause most
people take just fluids, they take fluids beforehand—Keith

Imaginative (M1) Metaphors:

I’m trying to visualize what the three-phase power is. And I keep getting this, I keep getting either a star or Y-system in my head. I can’t
really visualize what a one-phase system is. I guess it would probably just be a single sinusoidwith the, with the wires coming off of it. I’m
not positive on that—Pat

Yeah, I’m visualizing it basically. I know that a voltage through a wire creates a current basically. I’m always looking for ways to, to
visualize something a little bit better. I think being able to visualize what the different components were intending to do, rather than just
hoping your equations works out right—Kevin

Level of comfort (M2) Metaphors:

And, just kind of really easy equations. And you know, and then, it got real complex, and it got a little bit harder. And I don’t know, I was
just able to pick up on it relatively quickly and felt thatwould bemy best fit. So, that was I thinkmore or less why I chosemymajor—Jerry

If you can’t have any tangible grasp in your head on it, then I think it definitely can help in that sense. So I guess for me I always try and
understand it first, ‘cause I always want to understand things—Just because I relate really well to the algebra side of it—Kevin



Similar to the use of analogies, all but one

participant used imaginative metaphors. This find-

ing can be attributed to the fact that in circuits

courses the introduction of a concept is usually

followed by a graphical illustration or a mathema-

tical equation. Research suggests multiple ways of
representing a concept as necessary since it is

impossible for students to see the movement of

electrons or the operation of a capacitor [3, 5].

4.2 What characteristics of constructive analogies

are most common in electrical engineering students’

discussion of circuit concepts?

In phase two, the transcripts were analyzed using

the three characteristics of a constructive analogy:

number of features between base and target con-

cepts, similarity of features being compared and
conceptual significance of compared features.

Twenty-nine (29) examples of analogies that had

at least one or a combination of the three character-

istics of a constructive analogy were found. There

were three examples in which only characteristic 1

was evident and two that were only characteristic 2.

There were no examples where only characteristic 3

was present. In terms of the combination of more
than one characteristic, therewere eight examples of

characteristic 1 and 2, one example of characteristic

1 and 3, one example of characteristic 2 and 3. There

were 15 examples that had characteristic 1, 2 and 3.

Eleven of these 15 examples were characterized as

constructive analogies in that the use of the analogy

aided the students’ conceptual understanding of the

target concept to which the analogy was applied.
For example, Gerard in discussing how current

tends to follow the path of least resistance used the

following analogy:

‘‘It will go easier. It’s kinda’ like which is a good
analogy, would you pick 5:00 o’clock traffic on the
[main street] going into [the city], or coming out of [the
city]? Coming out of [the city] is probably going to be a
lot busier than going into [the city], because everyone’s
trying to get out. It’s easier for you to go into [the city],
than it is to go out. So, it’s actually easier if you go
through the least amount of traffic, than the greater
one.’’

From the example, the path of current flow is

directly compared to driving on a road (character-

istic one), then the constraints associated with

traffic movement alludes to resistance (character-

istic two) and finally the participant arrives at the

conclusion that like choosing a roadway with least

traffic current will follow in the path of least
resistance. Using this analogy Gerard demon-

strated how a constructive analogy enhances con-

ceptual learning.

In a similar example one participant, Jerry, uses

traffic to describe resistance:

‘‘So, as they—any time an obstacle, like other atoms or
electrons, that’s the resistance in their flow. So,
they’re—they’re basically, it’s like a—like being in
traffic. Like sometimes you can jump out into a spot,
and get a little farther down, but then you run into
something else’’.

The characteristics manifested here are: resistance is

like traffic; movement restrictions are like obstacles

posed by resistors in a circuit and the idea of traffic

captures resistance well. While the presence of all

three characteristics indicate the use of a construc-

tive analogy, these characteristics on their own does

not prevent against students’ ability to develop or

reinforce existing misconceptions.
Analogies used in instruction that are not expli-

citly discussed and explained can lead students to

develop misconceptions about the nature of the

concept being taught. There were four instances

where the use of analogies showed the presence of

misconceptions in the students’ conceptual knowl-

edge.One participant in discussing themovement of

electrons in a circuit using the water flow model
described how water flowing in a broken pipe is

similar to electrons still flowing when the circuit

becomes open. The following is an example from

Pat:

‘‘Okay. So initially if the switch is closed,we’re going to
have a voltage flowing through our circuit. You’ll have
a current flowing around here. And, it’s just flowing,
flowing, flowing actually—and then when the switch
opens, it’s still wanting to flow through it. And so that’s
what causes that initial arc. So suppose that you have
your pipe and you broke the pipe, thewater’s still going
to flow through it. So it’s, it wants to keep going. And
so the arc is actually just the flow of electrons
continuing. . .’’

This example shows that not only does this student

interchange the concepts of voltage and current,

which is a common area of difficulty identified by

other researchers [28] but has a persistent miscon-

ception of how current behaves in an open circuit.

There were also misconceptions present assumed to

have been reinforced or developed by the substance

property that is typically associated with electricity.
For example, Brad discussed the following:

‘‘So, when that’s cut off that flow of electricity is
stopped, and there’s just sorta’ like a—it acts like a
volt—or abattery.And it increases voltage until it has a
way to disperse it through either an electrical arc to the
ground, if it gets high enough. Or, someone touching
the vending machine or anything like that’’.

The obvious misconception here is that even with

the removal of a load or the breaking of a circuit,
there is a build-up of voltage until there is a way to

get rid this excess voltage. The correct reasoning in

circuits as it relates to voltage is that the value of the

voltage applied to the circuit is constant as it is

directly supplied by a source. Consequently, unless
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the source is manipulated the value of the voltage is

unlikely to change regardless of what is happening

elsewhere in the circuit. A basic understanding of

Ohm’s law and the relationship that exist between

voltage, current and resistance would expose the

idea of voltage build-up as incorrect one since the
law clearly states that voltage is always constant

however the value of the current is likely to change

based on the load or resistance value. This finding

also provides evidence to the claim that students

tend to use voltage and current interchangeably

when they lack a proper understanding of the

obvious and fundamental difference between these

two variables.
Another common misconception associated with

learning about circuits is students’ inability to

correctly distinguish between potential and poten-

tial difference. In the following example, Donald

explains why a line operator was electrocuted while

making obvious misrepresentations of the concept

of potential difference:

‘‘Like when you have like power line operators, that’s
what they have to do. Is, they’ll get out of their,
whichever, like the cherry picker thing, and like they
have to attach themselves to the line. And, they have to
charge their bodyup to that voltage so if they, so they’re
at that voltage, so if they were to say, take a rod, and
contact another line that’s right beside them, they’d be
electrocuted because they’d get that line to line voltage
across them.’’

Researchers have suggested that the use of analogies

or terms associated with analogies such as ‘‘it is just

like this’’ or ‘‘if you think about it like that’’ are so

ingrained in human conversations it is easy to

develop the ability to compare two similar concepts.

However, being able to go beyond the comparison
of similar concepts gives evidence to higher order

conceptual understanding of the target concept [36].

Therefore, the three characteristics discussed as

indications of constructive analogies are important

to be included in the analogies used when teaching

scientific concepts. Since more than half of the

analogical examples found had all three character-

istics, the conclusion can be made that there are
constructive analogies in the students’ knowledge

base. These examples demonstrate that while ana-

logical thinking or reasoning can be considered

commonplace in scientific contexts, when these

participants learned or were exposed to these ana-

logies all three characteristics were included. In

addition, the participants’ ability to not only iden-

tify similar features in the two concepts being
compared but to also discuss how these features

map unto each other is a strong indication of their

conceptual understanding of the concepts.

These findings support the claim that analogies

are ‘‘double-edged swords’’ [36] in that analogies

can be both beneficial and detrimental to the learn-

ing of scientifically complex concepts.When the aim

is to elicit conceptual understanding of complex

concepts, instructors may often resort to the use of

analogies andmetaphors because of their benefits to

teaching abstract concepts. However, the findings
of this study indicate there are significant implica-

tions for how and when analogies and metaphors

are used in instruction.

5. Discussion

The results of this study provide evidence for the
spontaneous use of analogies and metaphors by

students when discussing electric circuit concepts.

This is an interesting finding because the larger

study for which this data were collected was aimed

at identifying students’ misconceptions about scien-

tific concepts associated with circuits. The protocol

used to collect data was not designed to lead

students to express their understanding of circuit
concepts using analogies and metaphors. However,

these results show that even after students have

progressed in their courses of study, when asked

to describe their knowledge of these concepts, they

default to the use of analogies and metaphors they

were most likely exposed to in their introductory

courses. The use of analogies and metaphors when

teaching circuit concepts is a common instructional
strategy because of the level of abstraction asso-

ciated with the concept. The authors contend that

while analogies are effective teaching tools for

abstract concepts their use can have significant

impact on students’ learning. In most cases, the

instructor will attempt to use analogies to help

students to create a visual, relatable representation

of electricity. However, the researchers have found
that the use of the analogies andmetaphors can lead

to even more complex and deeply rooted miscon-

ceptions that are harder to repair.

Discussion of the base and target concepts should

be done in a manner that communicates to students

their similarities while explicitly identifying where

the analogy is no longer applicable to the concept

being taught.Researchers refer to this as the point at
which the analogy breaks down. For example, when

students talked about voltage build up in the frame of

the vending machine or electrons building up behind

an open switch are classic examples of misconcep-

tions associated with the capacitor as a container

analogy. The substantive property attributed to

electrons by word flow leads students to deduce

that in circuit electrons maintain fluid-like attri-
butes. A proper conception or understanding of

current in a circuit would result in students knowing

that once the complete path of the circuit becomes

broken, whether by a loose connection or opening
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of a switch, electron movement and the manifesta-

tion of current would immediately discontinue. The

general rule of current not being present in an open

circuit of anykind should be reinforced aswell as the

fact that there is no operation of circuit components

in an open or broken circuit should be emphasized.
The authors posit that analogies and metaphors

are appropriate methods for introducing a concept,

however over time students should be guided to

understanding the concepts through other instruc-

tional means such as using multiple modes of

representation (e.g., qualitative discussions, graphi-

cal illustrations and quantitative measures). For

example, Licht [45] and Johnstone [3] proposed
models for teaching complex scientific concepts

that illustrate equal emphasis on qualitative discus-

sions, graphical illustrations and mathematical

equations. The implication for instructors is that

whenever an analogy is used to discuss a concept,

direct measures should be taken to ensure that

students understand the purpose of the analogy,

(i.e., the conceptual idea it is being used to convey)
and why the analogy is being used (i.e., what

conceptual features render the analogy applicable).

In addition, when an analogy is being used, inten-

tional effort should be made to ensure the base

concept corresponds with the target concept. Mis-

conceptions arise when students intentionally com-

pare features between base and target concepts that

do not correspond. Consequently, this research
supports the use of the teaching with analogies

(TWA) model, previously discussed in the back-

ground section.

Throughout the transcripts evidence of students

use of language associated with substantive reason-

ing were found. There were three main categories of

substantive reasoning. These were repeated discus-

sion of (1) electricity or current traveling, passing
through a component or jumping from one area to

the other, (2) voltage, charge or electrons building

up and, (3) current or voltage having transitional

characteristics meaning it can be moved or chose

to move from one location to the next. These

findings alignwithReiner, Slotta,Chi andResnick’s

[19] discussion of a substance schema which high-

lights the tendency of learners to attribute substan-
tive properties to abstract concepts. These

properties they discuss ‘‘are learned very early in

development and persist throughout life as useful

generalized knowledge of the attributes and beha-

vior of material objects and substances’’ (p. 5). This

supports the argument of current and previous

work that the abstract nature of the circuit concepts

warrants the use of mental models on the part of the
students to aid their understanding. A key implica-

tion for instructors is the need for an instructional

model that builds on students’ initial knowledge

about circuits, while helping them to create more

robust understanding of circuit concepts. In the

absence of concrete ways to demonstrate how

components in a circuit operates holistically instruc-

tors and students rely on analogies and metaphors

to make the concepts more relatable. However,
instructors should be deliberate and intentional

about their use or the ways in which they apply

analogies and metaphors. Finally, to guard against

misunderstanding and misconceptions, instructors

should design classroom discussions or assignments

to gauge or scaffold students’ understanding of or

thought processes about concepts introduced using

analogies.

6. Conclusions

The benefits of analogies and metaphors in the

teaching and learning of scientific concepts cannot

be understated. Their advantages as significant

teaching tools lie in their ability to not only
convey facts about abstract concepts but their role

in presenting abstract information in a connected

manner that leverages students existing knowledge.

For instructors, it is easy to rely on analogies and

metaphors because they provide the opportunity to

add meaning to what would have been otherwise

unrelated. However, it is important that instructors

guard against students arriving at the conclusion
that the base concept is an exact representation of

the target concept. It is necessary that students are

taught to regard an analogy as nothing more than a

physical representation of the target concept. If

students are not made aware of the fact that

analogies do not always map directly onto the

target concepts, this may lead to the development

of misconceptions that are difficult to repair or to
the strengthening of existing misconceptions.

Future research endeavors include studying the

role of language in making meaning and fostering

conceptual understanding of abstract concepts.

Additionally, the authors suggest further explora-

tion of other instructional strategies can be used to

make abstract concepts more relatable without

developing or reinforcing misconceptions. We also
recommend that future studies can be focused on

alternative analogies generated by students andhow

effective these are to students’ understanding. A

limitation of this study was that there were only

nine think-aloud interviews used as the data. This

study could be conducted using a larger sample size

with other electrical engineering students at differ-

ent institutions as well as students in other engineer-
ing and STEM disciplines to determine if students

will spontaneous use analogies and metaphor when

discussing introductory concepts in their respective

disciplines as well as what types of analogies and
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metaphors they use. We believe a larger sample size

would also provide the opportunity to validate the

findings of this study on a wider scale.
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